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In addition to facilitating active learning, Organizational Behavior: Key Concepts, Skills & Best

Practices meets the needs of those instructors looking for a brief, paperback text for their OB

course, who do not want to sacrifice content or pedagogy. This book provides lean and efficient

coverage of topics such as diversity in organizations, ethics, and globalization, which are

recommended by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) and the

Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP). Timely chapter-opening

vignettes, interactive exercises integrated into each chapter, practical boxes titled "Skills & Best

Practices," four-color presentation, lively writing style, captioned color photos, cartoons, and

real-world in-text examples make Organizational Behavior: Key Concepts, Skills & Best Practices

the right choice for todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s business/management student. The topical flow of this

16-chapter text goes from micro (individuals) to macro (groups, teams, and organizations). Mixing

and matching chapters and topics within chapters in various combinations is possible and

encouraged to create optimum teaching/learning experiences. "Students relate to this

textbook...they thank me for choosing this book; they say it's a book they will hold onto for future

use!" Kathleen M Foldvary, Harper College
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administration at ASU.

Here's a bad thing - the experience you have with a textbook is tied up with the overall experience

you have with a class.If you don't like the class, that shades everything that goes with the class.So I

didn't like this book, but I can't tell you how much of it was the ill-prepared, poorly lecturing teacher

that gave lessons from this book.It probably isn't that bad.The book has the problem in that it hits on

social science. That means that there is no one over-arching theory that gives it structure.Instead

there are many small theories. The authors did give it structure, and that may be part of the issue.

OB feels like a lot of social science - you can pick and chose what advice or theory framework fits

you best. That means that when all styles work, then there are no styles.In spite of these limitations,

I can's speak too ill of the book. It was readable and not too dry and well-organized. So it worked.

The best thing is that that class is over.

The authors mindlessly listed a LOT of stuff, including theories, models, thoughts, doctrines, etc in a

manner that they think is great but is actually haphazard. Or to say it in another way, there is no

spirit of this book. It's a Frankenstein of organizational behavior research results (of wildly different

qualities), believes, biases, folklore, superstitions, etc. One phrase the authors like the most is "meta

analysis". What meta analysis? How strict were the underlying researches? And based on what

these researches could be pooled together for a meta analysis? Maybe organizational behavior

books are all like this but this is my first organizational behavior book. It was required. It makes me

feel nauseated

Got an A in the class so it must have helped but man this stuff was boring to read...

Organizational Behavior offers readers an overview of key concepts regarding all aspects of a

company, from organizational culture to business structure and physical layouts. The book provides

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“case studiesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• or small examples in each chapter that relates to

each chapter topic. Some of the writing can be filled with jargon ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ so I suggest not

reading when youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re tired. Otherwise the book can have some pretty useful

information in regards to organizations.

This is a comprehensive text with interesting Case Studies and loads of research findings relative to

the topics of an organization. If you are a student looking for a quick delivery, I use the student



prime account and get free 2-day delivery for one small yearly payment. This rocks for the student

who might have to wait til the last minute to afford another textbook. Luckily,  prime applies to

certain used textbooks, as well!

The book served its purpose but the loose-leaf style and thin paper made for a mess! I DID NOT like

how thin and fragile the paper was. I am only half-way through an 8 week course and one third of

the pages have already torn out of the binder. This book is not binder ready and was not meant for

student life at all.

Good examples of cases that make you think strategically.

Was delivered when promised and in the condition I expected. Would use again. Thank you.
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